“The manifest necessity for some collective world control to eliminate warfare and the less generally admitted necessity for a collective control of the economic and biological life of mankind, are aspects of one and the same process [to be accomplished through] universal law [and] propaganda (or education).”

-H.G. Wells
THE HISTORY OF ALIEN THEORY

If you don’t know the history of the alien theory it may disturb you to find that its origins lie in the books and prophecies of satanists. The first book to depict aliens from another planet landing on Earth and interacting with man was H.G. Wells’ War of the Worlds, written in 1898. Wells was a Fabian, a socialist aiming to gradually transform the US into a despotist oligarchy. No competition, no free economy and the abolishment of equality.

Additionally, the Fabian society, much like the Society of Jesus [Jesuit Army of the Vatican], was and still is openly satanic. Their leader, a man revered by most globalists, Aleister Crowley, claimed to be the antichrist, the beast, 666. It is this society from which aliens are born.

During satanic worship or Babylonian Witchcraft ceremonies, it is common to have visions and delusions. Many people experience ‘alien messages’ and even ‘alien abductions.’ You can see a trend here.

Wells’ dream was ultimately founded upon the evolutionary theory which Darwin ‘devised’ [stole], and who is, again, part of the Luciferian belief system [The Origin of Species, by Means of Natural Selection, or, The Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life].

But what about all of those historical images of aliens, and the writings in the Bible?

This regularly entertained illusion has no empirical basis. Nowhere in the Bible is there mention of extraterrestrials, meaning, never are there ships or grey aliens mentioned. The Nephilim are often pointed to, but nothing indicates that they were, or were created by, anything other than what was already connected to the Earth.

Secondarily, the Sumerian hypothesis, surrounding aliens is at best, inconclusive, because although ship-like objects are depicted, alien beings never are.

Wells’ fantasy, however, has made its way up the cultural ladder and is now actually considered a religion: many people believe we were genetically engineered or created by alien beings. The archeological record as well as the lack of evidence for such a theory, disputes it completely.

The true function of this movement is to drive people away from Christ.

Alien theory has completely diverted people from, what almost seems to be considered an old wives tale now, that God created the Earth and the Heavens in 6 days.

And then we have all of the modern examples of strange videos and pictures. Most of these moving ‘ships’ can be a few different things; a projection [Project Blue Beam] or actual atmospheric creatures, such as the Exosphere Jellyfish.

The limitations of video and photo capabilities have been wholly taken advantage of by baiting the people with military-grade anti-gravity ships, so that the alien agenda might be pushed.

These technologies were available well before even WWII, just as they have found 2000 year old Iraqi batteries and model airplanes in ancient Egypt. The Military Industrial Complex has long been in pursuit of new technologies, which exploded in the time of Nikola Tesla and Thomas Edison. Tesla had figured out how to transmit energy through the atmosphere to anywhere in the world by 1910, a technology we do not possess today.

Thus, the technology to fly at thousands of miles an hour and stop on a dime was no miracle, it had been developed for almost 50 years before the idea was even implanted into the general consciousness.

So, how did they develop this technology. WWI and WWII, as well as other wars and events like 9/11 are more than just monetary or politically driven events, they are rituals. Specifically, the satanic sacrifice, and in fact, the willing self-sacrifice of millions of people to a pointless, causeless and relentless conflict.

It’s well known that Hitler was funded out of the British Monarch and American Nazi proponents. These rituals generate massive amounts of pain, fear, lust, hatred, confusion and general negativity, all of which evil entities feed from. The demonic prevalence in all the involved parties points to a process of offering sacrifice in order to develop technologies; the murder of people to accomplish ones technological goals.

This continues today with all of the current ritualistic wars occurring mostly in Africa and the middle east with rabid repeals of freedoms in democratic and republics world wide.

So, why continue with aliens?

Soon, and perhaps, sooner than you think, you will begin not to see just balls of light over Jerusalem temples, but huge ships passing through the sky.

Don’t believe the hype, its military, its lies. The system wants to create a new religion, a new world order, and in order to organize the world you need an enemy and/or an ally that challenges the world and all of our beliefs.

Understanding Christ is the only way to truly understand history and God. Believe in true power.